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ASUS ROG Gladius II
Origin Wired USB Optical
Ergonomic FPS Gaming

Mouse featuring Aura Sync
RGB, 12000 dpi Optical,
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Short Description

Get ready to lock your target and embrace victory with the ROG Gladius II Origin optical gaming mouse, the
third in the Gladius family. The Gladius II Origin has an advanced 12000 DPI optical sensor for fast response
and precise control, ergonomic right-handed design to ensure you stay comfortable during extended gaming
sessions and Aura Sync lighting technology to outshine the competition. 

Description

Get ready to lock your target and embrace victory with the ROG Gladius II Origin optical gaming mouse, the
third in the Gladius family. The Gladius II Origin has an advanced 12000 DPI optical sensor for fast response
and precise control, ergonomic right-handed design to ensure you stay comfortable during extended gaming
sessions and Aura Sync lighting technology to outshine the competition. Gaming-Grade Optical Sensor Every
strike is critical. At the heart of ROG Gladius II Origin is an optical sensor that provides you with the accuracy
and precision needed to take down the opposition. Exclusive Push-Fit Switch Socket Design ROG Gladius II
Origin features the ROG exclusive push-fit switch socket design that allows you to easily change switches to
vary click resistance. The option of replacing worn or broken switches also extends the lifespan of your
mouse. Aura Sync Lighting ROG Gladius II Origin is designed to dominate – and it looks the part with
aggressive aesthetics and ASUS Aura RGB lighting technology. With six customizable pre-set light effects and
incredible performance, the Gladius II Origin is primed for battle! Perfect Synchronisation Achieve perfect
RGB lighting synchronization across your Aura Sync-enabled products to complete the look of your battle
station. You can sync lighting effects to in-game action, music, and more! Detachable Cable ROG Gladius II
Origin has a detachable cable design and comes with two types of cables and a ROG pouch, so you don't have
to pack your cable whenever you want to move – just leave one on your desk and the other in the ROG
pouch, detach your mouse, and get going! ROG Armoury The intuitive ROG Armoury software lets you easily
adjust settings to suit your gaming style. Customize lighting effects, adjust performance and surface
calibration settings, program and map buttons, create profiles and more.
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Features

Precision movement and aiming delivered by a battle-tested PixArt PMW3360 Optical Sensor (12000
DPI Optical, 50G Acceleration, and 250 IPS)
Omron switches rated for 50-million-clicks feature a push-fit socket design for easy swapping
USB wired optical gaming mouse designed to fit all grips with clickable scroll wheel, DPI switch, and
quick-release micro-USB
ASUS Aura Sync RGB lighting in three different zones features a nearly endless spectrum of colors with
the ability to synchronize effects across an ever-expanding ecosystem of Aura Sync enabled products
ROG Armoury software for easy customization of buttons, performance and lighting settings

 

Specifications

Brand ASUS

Name ROG Gladius II Origin

Model 90MP00U1-B0UA00

Details

Type Wired

Interface USB

Mouse Grip Style All

Tracking Method Optical

Maximum dpi 12000 dpi

Scrolling Capability 1 x Wheel

Color Black
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Additional Information

Brand ASUS

SKU 90MP00U1-B0UA00

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

LED Color RGB

Mouse DPI 12000

Vendor SKU/EAN 889349863220


